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now, you can use the reading order tool to identify and correct tagging results for figures. determine
whether figures include or require alternate text necessary to be read correctly with assistive

technologies. ideally, figure tags should identify image content that is meaningful to the document
as a whole, such as graphs or illustrative photographs. if background/artifact elements that shouldnt
be read are tagged as figures, redefine them as background/artifact. .. the authors help educators be

effective and intentional in their interactions with children. this book sets the stage for creating a
positive learning environment and building community while laying the foundation for meaningful

relationships throughout life. relationships are at the heart of everything.. including powerful
interactions! with a simple framework, the authors help educators be effective and intentional in

their interactions with children. this book sets the stage for creating a positive learning environment
and building community while laying the foundation for meaningful relationships throughout life.

reading-order problems are readily apparent when you use the reading order tool. each section of
contiguous page content appears as a separate highlighted region and is numbered according to its
placement in the reading order. within each region, text is ordered left to right and top to bottom.
(you can change this order in the touch up preferences.) if a single highlighted region contains two
columns of text or text that wont flow normally, divide the region into parts that can be reordered.
because highlighted regions are rectangular, they may overlap somewhat, especially if their page
content is irregularly shaped. unless page content overlaps or is contained within two highlighted
regions, no reading order problem is indicated. page content should belong to no more than one

highlighted region.
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first line, last line. last line, first line. the last line gives the reader a clue, the first line confirms it. the
last line is the foundation of many forms, like a contract. you can trace the ownership of a book: first

published, first edition, first printing. what happens when a book has survived hundreds of years?
how can a reader look at a book from the time it was written and still find an original message within

it? how do you break a book into parts? and how do you make sure that it has not been edited?
understanding the nature of this process and the tools for making sense of an old book is

fundamental to understanding how you read. bookmarks are a valuable tool that can be applied at
various levels within a text, either in a general way, or, for a particular piece of information, in the
form of a highlighted or annotated passage. you can even create your own customised bookmark

types. you can add notes and highlight for future reference. you can display them in the toolbar. you
can even export them to a word file. interactions 2 reading answer key, is available in pdf, word, and

html formats. it is also available in google docs format, a free online text editor that automatically
saves all your changes. all files are provided in the same page and save you the hassle of printing,

saving, and moving multiple documents. interactions 1 reading answer key only takes a few minutes.
we make that achievable by giving you access to our feature-rich editor capable of

transforming/fixing a documents initial text, inserting unique boxes, and e-signing. 5ec8ef588b
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